nextStage
Collaborative
Monitoring
Solutions
Achieving new levels of
service with the renowned
functionality of stages and
the benefit of local systems
management and controls

Maximum Versatility, Maximum Utility
The best solution for next generation central station automation must balance
communications, redundancy and control. Implementations with nextStage
begin with advanced reliability in technology. The industry’s most advanced
central stations collaborate with SGS to create, deliver and support sophisticated

Key Features


All-in-one appliance for easy
local installation



Local database



Local signal reception



Integrated Remote Redundancy



Advanced communications
including SMS, email & IVR



API tools for local integration
with other systems

process management for multi-media alarms and response.
Simplicity and flexibility give the smaller central station new levels of service to
grow their business. nextStage enables a local monitoring group to operate
autonomously and gain the advantages available from a full service wholesale

central station using stages.

Local Operations Backup to the Cloud
nextStage includes a local database with real-time redundancy to the cloud. This
is an advanced hybrid of System as a Solution (SaaS) with local hardware for
resilient operations and control.

Design Architecture

Use Cases for nextStage
Typical use cases for deploying nextStage alarm monitoring include:


Small central stations requiring additional operations resourcing— Alarm
dispatch can be managed locally, with the ability to hand-off signal processing
to the host central station at any time. Ideal for situations of communications
disruption or after-hours coverage.



Local signaling termination - Video, voice and data signal traffic may terminate
locally. nextStage supports transfer to the cloud for fail-over. The collaborating
central station provides resources for multi-media support.



Operating less than 168 hours weekly — Security Operating Centers (SOCs) or
other enterprises have low service levels when stores are closed and only alarm
response is required. The wholesale central station can supply cost-effective
dispatch services during low activity periods.



Database management and API integration — Guard and alarm companies
often integrate real-time with other software. Controlling the API locally
provides better management.

Versatility

Easy installation and seamless integration with other
stages installations.

Flexibility

Local instance of data and operations platform bring
flexibility to small-medium sized central stations.
Ability to integrate and expand as operations grow.

Minimal IT
Investment

Self-contained appliance form factor make for easy
installation and maintenance.

Get started with Secure Global Solutions Today
Secure Global Solutions was founded in 2007 amid a shift in technology that
continues to evolve the foundations of central stations.
By adapting to change – and often leading the charge – SGS develops extensible
monitoring solutions. stages was established to capitalize on advanced browser
capabilities that led to the “cloud” as we know it ten years later. Tight
integration is another important hallmark of stages, with an API Gateway
exposing 100% of SGS development tools. Communications tools allowing bidirectional information management increase customer satisfaction and
complement all stages process and control features.
The Network Operations Center, staffed by IT professionals, supports every
customer 24x7. Imbedded in all SGS solutions are analytic applications to notify
users and SGS of any issues. SGS’s advanced technology and network services
create world-class support for the evolving monitoring center.
For more information about SGS, visit www.secglobe.net

